
Humantelligence

Overview

Problem statement

Possible solution

Human intelligence solutions to operationalize business culture, 
where culture meets software.

Humantelligence is the first agile culture management platform that helps you put company 

culture into practice. Improve collaboration, drive team performance, hire for culture and build 

inclusion into your business day-to-day, all in one solution.

The recruitment of candidates for companies can be a long and tedious process, and often 

candidates do not have the profile that fits the company, to get to know this it is necessary to go 

through many interviews, tests, etc., this makes the process something long and tedious for both 

the candidate and the company.

Measure culture at all levels, uncovering talent insights to improve performance, engagement and 

hiring.



Scientifically proven 12-minute talent analysis and self-assessment measures culture at all levels 

and uncovers talent insights that can be leveraged to improve performance, engagement and 

hiring. 

UI Case Study - Web

Design strategy

Medium and large companies with current contracting processes that need/want to implement 

technology in their contracting processes.

Create wireframes for screens


Design and make ui proposals for the screens of the web platform


Design avatars for profiles defined by scientists (100+) 


Attend planning, design and development meetings


Check that the development deliverable is according to the design

Investors: Get investors to continue working on the product.


Social media: Use social networks to publicize the platform.

Web platform 

Audience

General tasks

Cross channels

Obejtivos marca

y marketing

Where
USA / Colombia

Platforms
Web

N/A
Weeks Screens

20+

Project duration Mi Role
Visual Designer

Tools used

It was the first time I had contact with a UI kit and design system, we created the tokens and 

components that we were using in the design process, we chose the colors and fonts based on 

what the brand had previously established, in addition to adding the secondary colors, the critical, 

information, warning, etc..

Design System

Design phase

I start creating the UI depending on the brand, the components previously created and the needs 

previously discovered. I make several explorations of the UI before choosing the final one.

More than 100 ilsutrations were created to represent the profiles of the people, as a result of the tests conducted by the platform, these 

avatars, represent each personality and also each has 4 versions of skin color, to be inclusive and each person can choose their own skin 

color, race, etc..

Ui Design

Personas Illustrations

I learned for the first time the concept of desing system as well as making my first components.



I learned to make iconic illustrations, in a more geometric way.



I increased my English level, since the company was in the USA and my day to day I had to practice 

English daily.



I got my first experience with clients outside Colombia.

Mi aprendizaje

 I divide the project by complete flows

 I leave the specifications in the documen

 I give the developers the figma link or the skech file (it can be in zeplin).

 Delivery of the micro interactions that were made in the proces

 Links to any documents related to the flo

 Organize the document by stages of delivery, in page

 Finally, create a QA page within the document to leave comments on the screenshots presented in the demos.

Handoff

I created a mood board for inspiration. I took many screenshots of real work online, searched Dribbbble, behance, etc for 

inspiration when creating the layout concepts to present. Here are some screenshots taken in the process.

Moodboard

Once I organized the sketches in the notebook using the information provided by the client as a 

guide, I began to explore concepts for the layouts.

Hi-Fi Wireframing


